A practical procedure for computing a regular approximation of a logic program is given. Regular approximations are useful in a variety of tasks in debugging, program specialisation and compile-time optimisation. The algorithm shown here incorporates optimisations taken from deductive database fixpoint algorithms and efficient bottom-up abstract interpretation techniques. Frameworks for defining regular approximations have been put forward in the past, but the emphasis has usually been on theoretical aspects. Our results contribute mainly to the development of effective analysis tools that can be applied to large programs. Precision of the approximation can be greatly improved by applying query-answer transformations to a program and a goal, thus capturing some argument dependency information. A novel technique is to use transformations based on computation rules other than left-to-right to improve precision further. We give performance results for our procedure on a range of programs.
Introduction
Given a definite logic program P , the problem we address is how to compute a regular approximation of P . An approximation is a program whose least Herbrand model contains the least Herbrand model of P . Regular approximations provide a way of deciding certain properties of a program, since regular programs have a number of decidable properties and associated computable operations [1] .
The question of how to define regular safe approximations of a program has been discussed before [25] , [35] , [18] , [13] , [20] . Most of this work considered the definition and precision of various different approximations. Little work emphasising efficient, practical implementation has been presented. In this paper we present an algorithm for computing a regular approximation of a logic program, discuss its performance, with possible trade-offs of precision and efficiency. We then show how to increase precision greatly by the use of query-answer transformations, and present results for a range of programs.
Our method of approximation is based on the framework of bottom-up abstract interpretation of logic programs [23] . Like [35] and [18] , we define an abstraction of the well-known T P function, say T P . We define an abstract function T P that maps one regular program to another. The least fixed point (lfp) of T P is the least Herbrand model of a program P . By computing lfp(T P ) we obtain a description of some superset of lfp(T P ).
The important practical questions in such an abstract interpretation are, firstly, whether the least fixed point is computed in a finite number of iterations, and secondly, to compute successive elements of the sequence as efficiently as possible. We use the strongly connected components of the predicate dependency graph to decompose the fixed-point computation into a sequence of smaller computations.
In the next section we define RUL programs, and the abstract semantic function T P . An important concept here is the shortening of an RUL program, which ensures termination of the abstract interpretation. Shortening is an approximation step that introduces recursive definitions. Its properties influence the algorithm greatly, since it is mainly responsible for the rate of convergence of the fixpoint computation. In Section 5 we give the bottom-up algorithm. It is interesting that good results can be achieved using such standard techniques drawn mainly from deductive database methods. In Section 6 the analysis of a program with a goal is discussed. The key idea is the combination of different computation rules (left-to-right and right-to-left) to increase precision. A discussion of related work is in Section 7.
Regular Approximations
Definition 2.1 canonical regular unary clause A canonical regular unary clause is a clause of the form
where x 1 , . . . , x n are distinct variables.
Definition 2.2 canonical RUL program
A canonical regular unary logic (RUL) program is a finite set of regular unary clauses, in which no two different clause heads have a common instance.
The class of canonical RUL programs was defined by Yardeni and Shapiro [35] . More expressive classes of regular program can be defined, but this one allows convenient and efficient manipulation of programs. 'RUL program' from now on in this paper will mean 'canonical RUL program'.
Definition 2.3 regular definition of predicates
Let {p 1 /n 1 , . . . , p m /n m } be a finite set of predicates. A regular definition of the predicates is a set of clauses Q ∪ R, where
, and R is an RUL program defining t 1 , . . . , t n i ; and
• no two heads of clauses in Q ∪ R have a common instance.
Definition 2.4 regular approximation
Let P be a definite program and P a regular definition of predicates in P . Then P is a regular approximation of P if the least Herbrand model of P is contained in the least Herbrand model of P .
For convenience, abusing notation, an RUL program can be obtained from a regular definition of predicates by replacing each clause p i (x 1 , . . . , x n i ) ← B by a clause
where approx is a distinguished unary predicate not used elsewhere. Strictly, each predicate p i /n i should be replaced by a corresponding function symbol. This transformed program will also be referred to as a regular definition (or approximation), though strictly the original form without the approx predicate is meant. This allows us for the remainder of the paper to restrict attention to RUL programs.
Operations on RUL Programs
A number of operations and relations on RUL programs are next defined.
Let R be an RUL program and let U R be its Herbrand universe. Let t be a unary predicate. Then success R (t) = {s ∈ U R | R ∪ {← t(s)} has a refutation} Definition 3.2 inclusion Let R be an RUL program, and let t 1 and t 2 be unary predicates. Then we write
Definition 3.3 intersection and upper bound of unary predicates
Let t 1 and t 2 be unary predicates, defined in an RUL program R. Then the intersection t 1 ∩ t 2 is defined as a predicate t 3 , such that success(t 3 ) = success R (t 1 ) ∩ success R (t 2 ). An upper bound t 1 t 2 is defined as a predicate t 3 , such that
Note that the upper bound as defined in general includes the union of t 1 and t 2 . Our algorithm computes a tuple-distributive upper bound.
Procedures for checking inclusion, and computing intersection and a suitable upper bound of predicates in RUL programs can easily be defined. The algorithms correspond to well-known algorithms in finite automata theory. If size(p) is number of predicates on which predicate p depends, then the complexity of inclusion, intersection and tuple-distributive upper bound operations on predicates s and t are all O(size(s) * size(t)).
Definition 3.4 upper bound of RUL programs
Let R and S be RUL programs. Their upper bound R S is obtained by the following steps:
1. For any predicate t that occurs in both R and S (possibly with different definitions), rename t by predicates t R in R and by t S in S (where t R and t S are new predicates not occurring in R or S. Compute their upper bound t R t S , and call it t.
2. Obtain R S from R ∪ S by replacing the old clauses for t by the newly computed definition (including subsidiary predicates) of t.
Shortening of RUL programs
Definition 3.5 calls, call-chain, depends on Let R be a program containing predicates t and s (t = s). Then t calls s if s occurs in the body of clause whose head contains t. A sequence of predicates t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t i , . . . where t i calls t i+1 (i ≥ 1) is a call-chain. We say t depends on s if there is a call-chain from t to s.
Definition 3.6 D(t, s)
Let R be an RUL program containing predicates t and s (t = s). Then the relation D(t, s) is true if t depends on s and the set of function symbols appearing in the heads of clauses in the procedure for t is the same as the set of function symbols appearing in the heads of clauses in the procedure for s.
Definition 3.7 shortening
Let R be an RUL program, and let t and s be unary predicates defined in R such that D(t, s) holds. Then a program Sh(R) is obtained from R as follows:
• If s ⊆ t and t ⊆ s then Sh(R) is obtained by replacing all occurrences of s in clause bodies in R by t.
• Otherwise, if s ⊆ t then obtain Sh(R) by replacing by t all occurrences of s in clause bodies in R, where that occurrence depends on t and does not depend on s. (I.e. one changes the definition of t, not that of s).
• If s ⊆ t then compute r = s t, with definition R r . Replace all occurrences of t in clause bodies in R by r, giving R . Then Sh(R) = R ∪ R r . (Thus all calls to t are replaced by calls to r).
holds, and r ⊆ t, so the upper bound t r is computed, called q below.
A shortened program R is one in which there are no two predicates t and s such that D(t, s) holds.
A shortened program can be obtained from R by performing a finite number of applications of Sh to R, i.e. computing Sh n (R) for some finite n. This is proved in [16] .
The main justification for shortening is to limit the number of RUL programs (see Lemma 3.2), and thus ensure termination of our approximation procedure. We have seldom found a serious lack of expressiveness imposed by shortening, though nested occurrences of the same function symbol are (sometimes) merged. In terms of finite automata, a shortened RUL program corresponds to an automaton in which no two connected states have the same set of labels on transitions leading from them. Shortening also puts RUL definitions into a minimal form and this leads to more efficient processing.
Shortening can introduce recursive definitions. For example, the set of atoms
In this program, D(p, t 1 ) holds, and t 1 ⊆ p. Its shortened form is thus
Other kinds of shortening are possible. In [5] an operation on "type graphs" is used, that has some relation to our operation. Other possible shortenings are discussed in Section 7. Study of suitable shortenings remains a key issue, since it is here that tradeoffs of precision and complexity are focussed.
The next lemma (proved in [16] ) states that shortening increases the size of the success set of any predicate that occurs in both R and Sh(R).
Lemma 3.1 Let R be an RUL program containing a predicate t such that t occurs both in R and Sh(R). Then success R (t) ⊆ success Sh(R) (t).
Let U F be some Herbrand universe, constructed from a finite set of constants and function symbols F = {f 1 /n 1 , . . . , f m /n m }. Let R be any program whose Herbrand universe is a subset of U F . Then clearly success R (t) ⊆ U F , for each unary predicate t in R. A special predicate called any is such that success R (any) = U F .
The next lemma shows that where R is a shortened RUL program with some fixed Herbrand universe, there is only a finite set of possible sets success R (t). This property is later used to show the termination of the algorithm for deriving a regular approximation of a program.
Lemma 3.2 Let F = {f 1 /n 1 , . . . , f m /n m } be a finite set of constant and function symbols. Then there is a finite number of different sets of the form success R (t), where R is any RUL program containing constants and functions from F (and no others), and t is a unary predicate in R.
Proof. (sketch)
A deterministic finite automaton corresponding to a program can be constructed. It can be seen that only a finite number of distinct automata can be constructed from RUL programs with an upper bound on the length of acyclic call-chains. The maximum length of acyclic call-chains in a shortened RUL program with m function symbols of non-zero arity is 2 m − 1. The result follows. 2
Computing a Regular Approximation of a Program
In this section the abstract semantic function T P is defined. First the regular solution of a definite clause is defined, by means of the following operator solve. For reasons of space we give only a sketch. The full definition is in [15] . A related procedure was used by Frühwirth [12] . The procedure solve(C, R) takes a clause C and a regular definition of predicates, R. The procedure returns a regular definition of the predicate in the head of C. The body of C is "solved" in R. This involves unfolding the body until it consists of unary atoms with variable arguments, followed by intersection of predicates with the same argument. The terms in the head of the clause are then given definitions in terms of the unary body predicates.
If the procedure returns ∅ this is interpreted as failure. This can happen either because unfolding fails, or because some intersection is empty. If it does not fail, the procedure yields a unique result which is an RUL program. 
solve(C, R) yields the following program.
, any(zs)} Definition 4.1 the function T P Let P be a definite program. Let D be an RUL program (a regular definition of predicates in P ). A function T P (D) is defined as follows:
That is, solve is applied to each clause, their upperbound with D is computed and the whole result shortened.
Definition 4.2 γ(R)
Let R be an RUL program. The set success R (approx) is called the concretisation of R, and is referred to as γ(R).
Let P be a program with Herbrand base B P and let R be a regular definition of predicates in P . Then γ(R) can be identified with some subset of B P (allowing for the shortcut in notation mentioned earlier that confuses predicate and function symbols). An RUL program (containing a predicate approx) can be thought of as describing some Herbrand interpretation.
Our next problem is to establish that T P has the required properties, namely,
• that its least fixed point exists and is computable, and
• that it is a safe abstraction of T P .
Space does not allow the details, which are based on well-known methods from abstract interpretation (e.g. [9] , [4] , [24] ). The following is the required safety result.
The fixed point of T P is found in a finite number of iterations, because of Lemma 3.2. From this it follows that lfp(T P ) ⊆ γ(lfp(T P )).
Prolog built-ins are handled either by defining some basic regular types (such as integer expressions) or simply by using the trivial approximation any for each built-in argument.
5 Efficient Implementation
Naive and Semi-Naive Evaluation
In the field of deductive databases, considerable investigation has been made of the efficient evaluation of least fixed points for recursive query answering [34] . Also, in abstract interpretation, generic fixed-point-finding algorithms have been defined which use related techniques [22] .
We cannot give a detailed description here, but simply point to the main techniques we have used. Some similar optimisation methods were used in another fast bottom-up abstract interpretation [8] . The key is to use the ideas of semi-naive evaluation [34] to exploit the new information ∆ i derived on the ith iteration, to limit the work in the i + 1th iteration. The exploitation of the ∆ i part can be effected in various ways.
In our algorithm we do not use any dynamic dependency information (as is used in other abstract interpretation frameworks [22] , [27] and [4] ). We apply the idea of semi-naive evaluation in a simple but effective way. When computing T P (D) on some iteration, we identify the predicates whose approximation are changed by that application. On the subsequent iteration, we only look at clauses whose bodies contain one of the changed predicates. All other clauses can be ignored since they will obviously return exactly the same as on the previous iteration.
In effect, the definition of T P is modified to include a set of "changed predicates" S as an argument, and to return another set of changed predicates in its result. Let C S stand for any clause whose body contains a predicate from the set S. The definition is then as follows:
A further optimisation in our algorithm is to apply short only to the predicates in S 1 . These are major optimisations for most programs. Furthermore, a sufficient condition for termination is that S 1 is empty on some iteration.
The question of how to access efficiently all clauses whose bodies contain a given predicate can be solved in different ways, perhaps using an index from predicates to clause bodies. However, using the optimisation discussed in the next section based on strongly connected components, the number of clauses that need to be examined on each iteration is cut down, so indexing is not a great advantage.
Use of Strongly Connected Components
An optimisation that has appeared in the literature in various settings, but seems not so well-known as the semi-naive algorithm, is the use of strongly connected components (SCCs) [26] , [31] . Given the predicate-dependency graph of a program, an SCC is a set of predicates all of which depend on each other. A linear algorithm to decompose a graph into its SCCs was discovered by R. Tarjan [33] . The set of SCCs of a graph themselves form an acyclic graph, and this set can then be topologically sorted to give a sequence of SCCs.
The fixed-point-finding algorithm can then be decomposed into a sequence of fixpoint computations, starting from the bottom of the SCC graph and working upwards. In each SCC, only the clauses for the predicates in that SCC are considered, and a fixed point for the meaning of the SCC predicates is computed. By working through the sorted sequence of SCCs, it is assured that predicates lower in the dependency graph are computed before the predicates that depend on them.
In typical user programs, the number of mutually recursive predicates in an SCC is rarely more than two. So this means that relatively few clauses need to be examined on each iteration of the algorithm, with consequent speed-up. (In programs that are generated automatically, such as the query-answer transforms discussed in Section 6 we have found that SCCs are often much larger).
The SCCs can also be used to identify which predicates are recursive and which are not. When computing the meaning of a non-recursive predicate (whose SCC is obviously a singleton) no fixpoint computation and no shortening are needed.
Note that the SCC optimisation involves some trade-off. Firstly, the SCCs have to be computed (a linear computation, as observed already). Secondly, although each iteration is simpler, there may be more iterations in total over the whole algorithm, since some SCCs are independent and their results would be computed simultaneously without use of SCCs. This suggests experimenting with merging SCCs that are independent.
Other dependency graphs could be used apart from the predicate dependencies. For example, a clause dependency graph can be defined, and its SCCs exploited in a similar way. However, although this gives finer grain dependency information, the optimisations obtainable here would appear to be similar to those obtained by the semi-naive algorithm.
The Effect of Shortening
Shortening determines the number of iterations that are required to reach a fixed point, since recursive approximations are introduced only by shortening. One could gain precision at the expense of complexity and vice versa, by employing different shortenings. One could force recursive approximations to be generated from weaker conditions on the RUL clauses and hence accelerate termination of the approximation. This is further discussed in Section 7. Secondly, shortening has the effect of minimising the size of the RUL definitions, and so the cost of basic operations such as intersection, which depends on the size of definitions, is minimised.
Factors Influencing Performance
Complexity analysis of this method can establish worst cases. Shortening places a worst-case upper bound on the size of RUL definitions. The depth of call-chains in a language with m function symbols of non-zero arity is at most 2 m − 1, as noted in Lemma 3.2. This implies exponential upper-bounds on the cost of operations such as intersection, and on the number of iterations required to reach a fixed point.
Average complexity is influenced by a number of factors. In practice average cases are quite tractable, since the number of function symbols of non-zero arity that can appear in a given argument position of a predicate is the relevant value of m, and this tends to be small.
Our experiments indicate that the performance of the algorithm is affected roughly linearly by the number of SCCs, the average size of clauses and the average size of SCCs. The average number of times that predicates within an SCC occur in each other's clauses would appear to be another important factor, since the effectiveness of our semi-naive algorithm depends on this.
In this section we demonstrate how the accuracy of the regular approximations can be improved by using of a class of program transformations that includes the "magic set" and "Alexander" transformations. We call these "query-answer" transformations. These transformations were introduced as recursive query evaluation techniques [2] , [30] , but have since been adapted for use in program analysis [6] , [11] , [21] , [32] , [16] . They allow top-down computation to be performed in a bottom-up manner.
Bottom-up analysis does not take into account possible queries to a program. By analysing the computation of a general call to a predicate p(x 1 , . . . , x n ) we may get a more precise result for that predicate than by analysing the program bottom-up. This was pointed out in [16] and discussed in detail in [7] . Examples of query-answer transformations can be found in in [16] and [14] .
Consider the following permutation program that computes permutations of lists of integers. (integer(X) is a built-in predicate for which a predefined approximation numeric(X) is derived).
W ). intlist([]). intlist([X|Xs]) : −integer(X), intlist(Xs).
The following program is the regular approximation produced by our analysis (showing the result for perm and permutation only). The t-predicates, any and numeric are generated by the approximation procedure.
Although the second argument of perm is shown to be a list, it cannot be inferred to be a list of integers. The results for the first argument of permutation are very imprecise. Note that no other method of regular approximation in the literature based on bottom-up approximation, with no argument dependency information, would give better results than this.
Increasing Precision with Query-Answer Transformation
Assuming a left-to-right computation rule, a "magic" style transformation of the program with respect to the goal ← perm(x, y) is generated and analysed. In the transformed program, the predicate perm ans gives the answers for perm. A regular approximation of the "magic" transformed program, showing this predicate is:
It is now much more precise than the original result. The second argument of perm is shown to be a list of numeric values. Effectively, variable sharing information in the original program has been made explicit, detecting that the perm predicate returns a list of integers when given a list of integers.
For some programs the regular approximation procedure might still not be unable to infer optimal information even with a "magic" transformed version of a program. An example of such a program is a similar perm program, but with the second argument known to be a list of integers but not the first argument. In this case the transformation above would not detect that the first argument must also be a list of integers. We now describe an improvement over the "magic set" transformation used so far to enable us to infer even more detailed information.
Further Precision by Adding Right-to-Left Computation
As we are only interested in the success set of a program, not its computation tree, the left-to-right computation rule we assumed is not a prerequisite. An analysis assuming a right-to-left computation rule (or any other computation rule) is just as valid. The improved ''magic" transformation generates two "answer" and "query" predicates for each predicate, one for the left-right rule and one for the right-left. The final answers are obtained by intersecting the left and right answers. For each predicate a clause is added to the query-answer transformed program to compute this. For example for the perm predicate the following clause is added perm ans(X, Y ) : −perm lef t ans(X, Y ), perm right ans(X, Y ).
The intersection of regular approximations using different computation rules might give even more precise regular approximations, as information from the "right" of a clause may now be propagated to the literals to its left. The use of additional right-to-left analysis has some relation to "reexecution" to gain precision in other abstract interpretation frameworks.
Analysing computations using two computation rules might seem like an unacceptable overhead. However near-optimal or optimal information (within the limits of RUL programs) can often be computed by this means. Furthermore the two approximations using the two computation rules can be done independently (this is detected by the decomposition into SCCs, Section 5) and are intersected only at the final step. The approximation time will therefore approximately double, but it might be an acceptable price to pay for the increase in precision.
A regular approximation of the permutation program with second argument known to be a list of integers using the improved magic set transformation enables us to infer the most precise RUL approximation possible for this program. Different intermediate levels of precision are also possible by using simplified versions of the improved "magic" transformation presented here with a corresponding decrease in execution times.
Benchmarks
We now give some performance results for some typical examples used in the abstract interpretation literature. The query-answer transformations were performed The increase in complexity due to the "query-answer" transformation is significant but not prohibitive, and is 3 to 7 times more expensive than the bottom-up analysis for these benchmarks. This represents the overhead for top-down over bottom-up. The increase for additional right-to-left analysis is roughly a further factor of 2 to 3. We have not yet made detailed analysis of the precision gains from the left+right transformation.
Discussion

Other Approaches to Regular Approximation
Mishra [25] suggested using regular structures to approximate the success set of a program, and called these approximations "types". The approximation was obtained by solving a set of recursive equations derived from the program. This general approach was continued by Heintze and Jaffar [18] and by Frühwirth et al. [13] . Both of these papers shed much light on the general problem of defining regular approximations, and the precision of different classes of approximation.
The approach to regular approximation based on abstract interpretation of the T P function was initiated by Yardeni and Shapiro [35] , but theirs was a theoretical construct that did not yield an explicit form. Jones [20] also gave an algorithm to compute a regular tree-grammar which approximated a set of rewrite rules. This is a fixpoint algorithm with a strong connection to abstract interpretation. Frühwirth et al. showed the relation (for logic programs) between the approaches based on set equations and on abstract interpretation.
The approaches based on set equations seem at first sight to be more direct, but in practice the difficult part is putting the equations into some usable solved form. Heintze [17] outlines an implementation of such an algorithm, and gives experimental evidence that it is efficient for fairly small programs. He also employs a construction for simulating the top-down left-to-right computation rule, which appears to be identical to well-known "magic set" methods used in this paper. Algorithms for getting solved form have similarities to the fixpoint computations of abstract interpretation methods. There may be deeper connections between these streams yet to be investigated. Very recently, some other work in the abstract interpretation framework shows that fast and precise results can be obtained [19] . This work uses a generic top-down abstract interpretation framework, and is a useful contrast to our approach using the bottom-up framework with query-answer transformations. Their approach uses a "widening" operator to ensure termination.
The phrase "type inference" was used (in a non-standard way) by several authors when speaking of regular approximations. Zobel [36] , Frühwirth [12] and Reddy [29] defined algorithms that infer descriptions of success "types". Comparison of their results with ours is difficult, but for small examples is similar.
Domains for abstract interpretation of logic programs have been defined that include type-like structures by Kanamori [21] and Bruynooghe and Janssens [5] . The former is not comparable to ours, since it relies on a given set of basic types whose properties are built in to the abstract interpretation. The latter also uses given basic types in the domain, as well as sharing information, but it seems that one could remove these from their abstract domains and extract regular types similar to ours.
Precision
In bottom-up regular approximation the main loss in precision is due to loss of information about dependencies between arguments. Other aspects of precision, such as those discussed by [18] and [13] are comparatively insignificant. In view of this it is worthwhile to sacrifice a little precision (due to our shortening operation) in return for speed. In particular, derivation of non-deterministic regular programs (in which one dropped the condition that clause heads have no common instances) would greatly increase the cost of basic operations on RUL programs.
A far more important aspect of precision is to capture argument dependencies. Our approach to this is to analyse with respect to a given goal, by performing a query-answer transformation. We have shown that argument dependencies can be captured, and precision is thus greatly increased. Optimal results are often obtained. The alternative is to develop richer abstract domains incorporating sharing information (as in [5] ) and it is not clear yet whether one approach is better than the other.
Other shortenings on RUL programs are possible that could increase precision. We have experimented with a shortening that introduces recursive approximations directly from the recursive structure of the program being analysed (this was suggested by the method in [13] ). Another possibility is to look ahead further than the set of functions symbols occurring in clause heads when shortening. Similar ideas occur in machine learning, and in fact our shortening was originally inspired by a procedure for inferring automata in [3] . An operation on type graphs is defined in [5] . Repetitions of function symbols on a branch of a type graph are merged into a loop. Our shortening is similar in spirit but is usually more precise.
Applications
The main purpose of this paper is not to describe applications of regular approximations, of which there are many. Type inference and related debugging applications are discussed in [25] , [35] , and elsewhere. These applications are well presented by Naish [28] . Regular approximation can be combined with the declaration of intended types (stated as regular programs) and program errors detected. Compiletime optimisation using information about argument structure is another important application.
The combination of regular approximation with partial evaluation was developed by us in [14] . Deletion of useless clauses, detected by a regular approximation, can greatly improve the results of partial evaluation. This was applied with good results in specialising theorem provers [10] .
